Rainbow’s End Theme Park is New Zealand’s premier family destination. Rainbow’s End is situated in Manukau City,
Auckland, New Zealand.
Attractions:
All ride amusement devices, referred to as attractions are governed by regulations administered by the Ministry of
Business, Employment and Innovation.
These attractions are inspected by a registered third party engineer as per regulation guidelines and operate in
accordance with operating certificates issued by an MBIE Inspector of Machinery.
Each attraction has its own set of operational guidelines which determine the operating procedures for that
particular attraction. Some customers for example may not be able to participate on a certain attraction due to a
specified medical condition or because they are under a given height restriction attributed to an attraction.
Staff monitor all attractions while in operation.
Attractions are inspected daily by trained maintenance personnel prior to use, to ensure they are safe to operate.
A First Aid room is maintained on site with current qualified first aid certificates holders.
A Medical Centre staffed by medical practitioners is situated adjacent to Rainbows End Theme Park.
An Accident Register is kept onsite and the MBIE is notified of all serious accidents.
The site is fully fenced and management maintains a strict criteria for entry and behaviour conducted within the
Park.
A full maintenance department with staff of twelve is on site five days per week with skeleton staff rostered on
Weekends and Night Functions. A minimum of one Maintenance staff member will be on-site at all times whilst
attractions are in operation.
Guests are expected and required to follow the instructions of ride operator staff. Any incidents where instructions
are not followed will be dealt with by park management.
There could be occasions where an attraction may need to close due to either a mechanical occurrence or weather
conditions which may result in endangerment to guests using that attraction.
Any further questions may be answered on request.
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